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inner mongolia university and inner
mongolia teachers university the two
major universities of the region though
ostensibly devoted to developing the
education of the mongol nationality and
having foreign language departments
which teach english using the han
language as the language of instruction
require students to pass a hanlanguagehan
entrance

language
exam regardless of nationality

before they can be admitted since the
reopening of institutions of higher
learning in china during the closing years
of the cultural revolution 196619761966
both

1976
universities english departments

have graduated no more than four of five
students fluent in mogol

this is a classic catch22catch situation22
students can not leamlearn english in mongol
language middle schools because there are
no teachers who can teach english in
mongol yet there ca not be any such
qualified teachers until students who
graduate from mongol language middle
schools know english well enough to
pass the hanlanguagehan entrancelanguage exam and
score well enough on the english section
to be admitted into an english department

the case of qinghaitinghai

nearly 40 of qinghaisQin fourghais million
inhabitants are minority people 700000
tibetans represent the largest group to
my knowledge at this writing there is
not a single soul in this province fluent in

tibetan and english and the three
institutions of higher learning that have

english departments have never in their
history graduated students fluent in
tibetan major reasons for this are
identical to those in inner mongolia

possible strategies for
TESL to minorities

I1 will use my own experience in both
inner mongolia and qinghaitinghai to illustrate
possible ways of helping minority people
learnleam english in the case of inner
mongolia where I1 lived from 198419871984
I1

1987

contacted the inner mongolia television
and radio station which had daily
mongol language radio and television
broadcasts and explained that I1 was
interested in teaching english in mongol
and that as I1 had no fluency in this
language I1 had several mongol friends and
that together we could put together a
radiotelevisionradio programtelevision after a number
of discussions this was agreed to and
additionally we secured a promise from
the local education publishing house to
publish an englishmongolenglish textmongol that
would accompany the program this work
began in 1985 and continued for one and
half years hopefully pending publication
of the text the program should be
broadcast sometime in 199019911990
throughout

1991
the region

in qinghaitinghaiQin whereghai I1 have lived since
1987 1I suggested to qinghaitinghai education
college which educates primarily middle
school teachers for an additional two years
of study that a special class of
tibetanlanguage speakers be brought in
and taught english for three years after
which they would teach english in the
tibetan language to middle school
students after considerable discussion
this program was agreed to and presently
we are teaching just such a class of
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students additionally we are presently
working on preparing a television program
teaching english in tibetan

conclusions

with recent political changes in the
soviet union and eastern europe there
should be a surge of interest in english
and a consequent demand for more TESL
the sizable minority populations within
these areas as well as in countries that
have yet to experience such dramatic
political change should not be overlooked
by those who teach english local
minority media organizations are often
eager to work with TESL teachers to make
english available to their audiences
because minority learners are no longer
dependent on a poorlyunderstoodpoorly secondunderstood
language to leamlearn english there is likely
to be pronounced interest

A number of challenges remain for
example the tu monguor and salar

minorities in qinghaitinghai and the daur
evenkevena and oroqenorogen minorities of inner
mongolia have no written language used
in education additionally there are often
considerable differences within these
minority languages developing
englishteaching programs in such
languages poses a number of unique
difficulties but with interest among
students and an awareness of problems on
the part of TESL professionals the
possibilities for developing institutional
programs are considerable
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minority peoples who speak their own
languages and are immersed in their
respective minority culture are often
excluded from learning english when it is
taught in a third language let me
illustrate this using china where I1 have
taught english for seven years

the case of inner mongolia

though inner mongolia is officially
touted as a minority autonomous region
only 13 of its more than 20 million
inhabitants are mongolsmongelsMon whogols are rapidly
being sinicized after establishment of the
inner mongolia autonomous region in
1947 the first minority autonomous
region established in china the
evergrowingever numbergrowing of mongols bomborn
and educated in major metropolitan areas
such as hohhothohhof the capital have little or

no fluency in mongol they speak only
the han language

however there remain particularly in
remote areas a number of mongol schools
where students are taught primarily in
mongol after graduation such students
are wellversedwell inversed mongol but have
difficulty functioning in the han language

passage of university entrance exams
written in mongol provides entree to only
a handful of departments in a few colleges
and universities in inner mongolia and
several nationality institutes scattered
about china very few students educated
in mongol language middle schools
annually pass nationwidenation hanwide language
university entrance exams
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